ACCESS B5 is a high-end subwoofer system to complete the ACCESS systems family and fully compatible to the horn-loaded ACCESS T5 and T9 mid/high enclosures. The System management is made by the K&F SystemAmps. Two 18” transducers in a tuned 3 chamber bandpass enclosure reproduce all the sub frequencies down to remarkable 34 Hz (-10 dB). The ACCESS B5 is capable of reproducing this low frequency range with powerful sound pressure levels of 136 dB.

Only the sum of all the well-considered details makes a performance like the ACCESS B5 possible. The trapezoidal enclosure is extremely rigid and the centre of gravity is optimal for good handling and easy rigging. Each 18’’ works in its own ported chamber, both 18” speakers together radiate into the third front open chamber. By doing this the efficiency of the whole system is increased enormously. The high air resistance avoids extreme membrane movement and brings distortion down, compared to front-loaded subwoofers. By the way; this construction gives remarkably less bass information behind the P.A.!

More advanced technology in the 18” transducers: high sensitivity, high-power handling and good mechanical design together with the linear long excursion of ±9 mm are the reasons for the fundamental, extraordinary subbass reproduction. The dual voice coils are air-cooled inside and outside. As an extra, the 18” transducers are fastened in such a way that the air from the dual bass ports gives additional air cooling for the 4.5” voice coils, you can compare this air flow to a powerful fan.

The ACCESS B5 is the perfect addition as a subwoofer system to the ACCESS T5 and ACCESS T9, which meets all requirements from Hardrock to Klassik in an excellent way.
All measurements under free field conditions. Frequency patterns 1/6 octave averaged. Coverage and polar pattern 1/3 octave averaged. The manufacturer reserves the right to make product alterations to improve product quality without prior notice. Errors excepted.